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SUMMQRY
A method for COI,UpUtingthe aerodynamic induction of wings with
elliptic plan form if arbitra~ily twisted.
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The chief numerical
*ion of single wings are
with elliptic plan views
results referring to the aerodynamic induo-
derived from the investigation of wings
with the angle of attack constant all over
the span. It was found from wind tunnel tests (reference (1) ) and
i!%;erconfirmed by means of a very laborious computation by A. Betz
(reference(3) ) that a wing with rectangular plan form has practical-.
ly the same average induction as the elliptio wing. The plan form
of actual wings is in genezal neither rectangular nor elliptic but
.
.
something between ~bese two, and”it is often better described by oom-
parifigit with an ellipse than by mmparing it wit~ a rectangle.
The 2esults obtained for the elliptic ~ng are thus even more useful
foi ~otual wings than for rectangular wings. It seems therefore in-
structive and interesting to explore the elliptic wing farther and tc
investigate more gener& elliptio wings, no longer subjected to the
condition of constant angle of attack. I WiIl i3ssum in t~s wer
the plan view to be elliptic but the angle of attaok to be variable
and to be diffezent at different distanoes from the center. I uon-
sider first oases where the angle of attack is some special fUllOtion
of the span b and prooeed afterwards to the most genefal case where
any twist or any distribution of the lift is given. The resul,tsoan
be applied beyond the original conception of a twisted elliptic Wing.
Some other problems ~ be treated by the consideration of wings with
equivalent twist. These applications however are still ~der st@Y
and will be presented later separately.
The elliptio wing with the twist zero, that is, with const~$
geometric angle of attack is distinguished by an extremely sim~ re-
latioh between the effeotive angle of attack and the induced angle of
attack. Under the usual assumptions (reference (3) ) these two can
be desoribed by the same function of the span; the ratio of the two
angles is oonstant all over the epan. Hence this is also true for
their sum, the gemetrio angle of attack, and all three angles are
constant. The relation between the three amgles is linear and inde-
pendent of the distance from the oenter and this characteristic rath-
er than the fact that the three angles themselves axe constant makes
\
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u . . .. .:esuits eo simple and useful. Therefo~e the q~qstion sugges%:
itself whether there oannot be found other variations of the angle
of attack for which the same relation holds true, viz., that the et-
fective angle of attack and the induoed angle of attack are express-
ed by the same function.with a different constant factor, which fuilo-
tion than also expresses the geometric angle of attack. It iS not
easy to arrive iv a systemat$o way.at the solution of this problem.
It must be enough to describe in the next paragraph the solutions
and to demonstrate that they really conform to the ocndition.
Let the span of the wing have the length 2, and the chord be
c = C ~ where C is a constaut and x denotes the distance
of the chord from the center of the wing. V may denote the veloci-
ty of flight ad p the density of the air. As abbreviation write
sin Q for x, that is, cosQ=m
Then the distribution of the lift is a solution of the problem
if the density of the lift per unit of the span is proportional to
sin n (q + ~J.
To prove this, con~ider the two-dimensional flow in the trans-
verse plane through the wing, characteristic for all quantities con-
nected with the present problem, (references (4) and (5) ). This
flow is formed by the components of the actual flow at right angles
to the direction of flight, provided that the wing is imagined to be
concentrated
hence oan be
present ease
into a straight line. The flow is a potential flow and
represented by
has the form
F =
a complex function F which in the
BV ( /~--- i X)n
of the straight line between the two
~Jft CorZeSpondin~ to this f’UnOtiOn
ues the funotion assunes on opposite
2 v’,and hence is
L1 = 8 BV’2~ COS
reap. = 8 ~V2 P sih
z
points x = +1. The densi~h.’L
F is Yhe difference of the WLl-
sides of the wing, multiplied by
n q, n odd
n q, n even .
This lift requires for its production the effective angle of attack
The induced angle
dF/dx divicka hy
a.1 =nB
It is thus proven
of attack, if n is odd, is the imaginary part of
V, otherwise it is the real part.
%h%t %he induced angle of
angle of attack aze rcpresei~+edby the same
the same ratio.
attack and the effective
funotion and have always
This funo~ion can be described in a little simpler way by intro-
dwing the angle (Q + ~) instead of V, that is, by ohoosing the
t:@s zero at one wing tip instead of at the center of one wing. If
n is even, sin n Q = ~ sin n (CQ+ ~) but if n“ is Qdd,
cosn~=sinn ($1+:). Hence, the following relations are valid
for n being any integer.
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sin n (w+ I!)
a.-=1 n B’
sin (q+%)
From all these relations follows~ as w to be expeoted, that
for ea~h of these distributions of lift, less favorable than the el-
liptic distribution n = 1, the induoed angle of attack is compara-
tively greater than for the most favorable distribution. .
The entire lift is always zero with the exoeption of n = 1.
,.
Then the lift is 4TTB V g@.”
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The distributions of lift discussed in the first part.are dis-
tinguished by a constant ratio of the effective angle of attack to
the induced angle of~attack. For other distributions these two have
by no means a oonstant ratio and that makes-it more difficult to de-
termine the effective angle of attack and hence the density of lift,
if the geometrio angle of attack is given at each point. The solu-
tion can be accomplished however by the use of these
distributions disoussed before, and this it is which
useful.
very particular
makes them ‘L ‘~~
Within the assumptions of this investigation the three angles ,
cf attack and the density of lift are oonnected with eaoh other by
linear relations and hence new solutions oan be derived by means of
ths superposition of known ones. Two or more known solutions give a
new solution by simply supeqosing the distributions of the given
-6 -.’
quantity, then the distribution of,the vmknum quantities ‘arethe
terms thus obtained are then on2.yto be added. Now this expansion :>:
the given angle of attack is always possi-ri!.eand easy. The functioi~
. .
emressi.ng the geometiricangle of attack is to be expanded into the
series ..
. .
where ~ denotes “(Q+”;).
That is to say (~ sin ~)
%
“sin ~ = al sin
.
which,ias is well known, is
meana of
% = :;of” “g ‘in
is to be expanded into the Fourier series
13+a2sin2~ +... +~sinn p+ ...
done by determining the factors a by
attack results “
and the density of lift is accordingly
L$+8q: (al sin ~ + a= sin’-25 + + ansinrl~ ~+.”.*
1 + 2 S/ba l+4S/bz “*”, l+2n S/b )
—
vihere S denotes the area of the wing, q the d$mmio pressul?e
and b the span.
The case that the distrib~~tionof the density of lift is given
can be treated in a similar way by e.~anding the density of lift
into a Fou.rierssseries. Care has to be taken however to choose the
dtotribu%ion of lift so as to be physioa?.lypossible. The derived
smies are now less rapidly convergent than the ori.gina2series-and
.
if the lift is not realizable they are not convergent at all.
.
